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This scenario from Captain’s Log #36 was recently updated. We
included a PDF of the missing counters.

 (6EW.0) THE EAGLE SPREADS ITS WINGS

(Fall Y164)
by Roger D. Morgan, Jr.
Edited by the F&E Staff

The Romulan Empire, long considered an annoying but vicious
nuisance by the Federation, finally came of age in early Y159 with
the signing of the Treaty of Smarba. After first receiving new tech-
nology such as transporters and tractor beams from the Klingons,
they finally obtained the long-elusive prize: tactical warp power for
their starships. Initially, they received a dozen Klingon D4 cruisers
and twenty F4 frigates, outdated compared to other empires’ war-
ships but far and away more capable than anything the Romulans
had produced. Months later, nine D6 cruisers became the vener-
able KR, the first Romulan ships that could hold their own against
enemy ships of comparable size. The same was true of the contin-
gent of K5 frigates that accompanied them. The beginning of a
fleet that could make the Romulans a true interstellar empire was
born.

The Romulans next looked internally to expand their fleet at a
faster pace. They turned to the old but sturdy Eagle series and
used their newfound knowledge to turn them into unique and ca-
pable warships. The War Eagles, BattleHawks, and Snipes were
the first to be converted. Other models followed, as well as variants
of the Kestrel series. The fleet that would finally take the Romulans
to their promised destiny was growing rapidly.

The Romulans realized that despite this enormous growth in
technology, they lacked one essential element: experience in using
tactical warp ships in battle. Actual combat was the only practical
way to gain this experience, develop new tactics, and give them an
experienced cadre of officers and crews to train the rest of the fleet
as it expanded. Now all they needed was an opponent that would
give them the chance to blood their talons.

The United Federation of Planets and the Confederation of
the Gorn would be the ultimate targets of the Romulans’ new power,
but testing out their fledgling fleet against them would be a bad
choice. Not only did the Romulans not want to tip their hand about
their new capabilities, if they had difficulties developing tactics or
problems with the new technology, neither foe would give the Ro-
mulans time to correct their shortcomings. The Romulans would
not have the numbers needed to face the counter-attacks that would
surely come as they climbed their steep learning curve. The Treaty
of Algoran in Y157 further dissuaded the Romulans from attacking
the Federation or the Gorns, as attacking one could well mean war
with both. Heading into the unsurveyed east would also not do. It
was unknown if any enemy existed out there that could give them a
real test without overwhelming them. The Romulans did not want
to fight an unknown foe on top of doing it in uncharted space. This
was to be a mission to gain combat and warp experience, not terri-
tory.

The Romulans were quick to assign their new warp-capable
ships to rid themselves of the Orion “Pirate Kingdoms” but found
that the Orions wanted to avoid combat and provided relatively little
in the way of serious training, particularly in a “conventional” con-
flict with a front line, bases, and defined objectives. Some Orion
mercenaries were hired as trainers, advisors, and “sparring part-
ners,” and the Klingons had sent ships and officers to the Romu-
lans for the same purpose. But training was no substitute for expe-
rience.

That left only one candidate on the Romulan border that could
suit the Romulans’ needs: the Tholians.

The Tholian Holdfast appeared to be the perfect place to test
the new Romulan fleet. A war with the Tholians could be limited in
scope, and if it did not go well, the Tholians would stop when the
Romulans pulled back to the original border. The Tholians were
unlikely to ask others for help due to their fiercely independent streak

and their (some would say justified) paranoia. They would not strike
into Romulan space in any strength for fear of leaving their Hold-
fast under-defended, and their fleets were small enough that they
could be contained if they did. There was even a historical griev-
ance to “justify” the action. Several Romulan outposts were lost in
Y79 when the Tholians arrived, and the Romulans never forgot
this. The fact that the Klingons had actually destroyed them as a
prelude to invasion and the Tholians had probably saved the Ro-
mulans from becoming another Klingon subject race was not known
at that time.

With a new fleet, a pressing need for combat experience, and
an ancient grudge, the Romulans assembled their ships and crossed
into the Neutral Zone. The Eagle was spreading its wings for the
first time…

(6EW.1) SCENARIO NOTES

(6EW.11) NUMBER OF PLAYERS
There are two players; Romulan and Tholian.

(6EW.12) TIME FRAME
The scenario depicts the time period between the first Romu-

lan warp-capable ships and the start of the General War. It is di-
vided into three scenarios (Initial Flight, Interim Flight, and Final
Flight) based on the era of ship acquisition. The scenario may be
played as one Flight alone or two or three Flights consecutively.

(6EW.13) AREA OF PLAY
Sector G map from Combined Operations using only the Tho-

lian Holdfast, the four Neutral Zone hexes between Romulan and
Tholian Space (3118, 3217, 3218, and 3219), and three Romulan
provinces (3317, 3319, and 3518). If any Romulan units enter any
other Romulan provinces during the scenario, they are removed
from play and may not re-enter the scenario. No Neutral Zone hexes
adjacent to the Federation or Klingons may be entered by either
empire.

(6EW.14) ROMULAN SPECIAL RULES
(6EW.141) CLOAK: While the Romulans had cloaking technology
for some time, using them in conjunction with warp drive was still a
new concept. Cloaked Movement (203.8) applies as normal, but
combat use of cloak (306.0) is modified to reflect their inexperience
in conducting warp-cloak battles. The Romulans have a -1 BIR
modifier (304.0) at the start of any Flight, but these modifiers go
away after four turns if playing more than one Flight in sequence.
In addition, the die roll for withdrawal before combat (306.11) is 1-3
(instead of 1-4). For offensive use of cloak (306.2), give the Tho-
lians a -1 BIR modifier on a roll of 4 or less (instead of 5 or less) and
a +1 Tholian BIR modifier on a roll of 10-12 (instead of 11-12).
(6EW.142) ROMULAN KR MAINTENANCE: The Romulans begin
the scenario with an adequate supply of spare parts; (442.8) is not
used.
(6EW.143) STRATEGIC MOVEMENT: The Romulans may move
five units using free strategic movement (204.0) per turn (except as
noted for Romulan new construction or replacements). They can-
not purchase additional capacity under (205.35).
(6EW.144) PURSUIT: Inexperience with warp pursuit results in the
Romulans having a +1 modifier to any Romulan attempting pursuit
and a -1 modifier if the Romulans are pursued; these modifiers go
away after four turns if playing more than one Flight in sequence.

(6EW.15) THOLIAN SPECIAL RULES
The +1 increase in Tholian Command rating while in Tholian

space (303.91) applies. The Tholian Pinwheel (322.0) is also avail-
able. Ships destroyed in web count as salvage for Tholians (439.15).
Rules for Tholian Web (512.0) and Tholian Capital (511.2) are also
in use. The Tholians may not operate more than two hexes outside
of Tholian space according to rule (503.33), limiting them to enter-
ing only hex 3319 in Romulan space; however, Tholian combat
raids (314.0) and Espionage and Sabotage (E&S) missions (534.0)
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are not subject to the two-hex limit.

(6EW.16) RULES USED
Rules from F&E and all modules (e.g., AO, CO, etc.) are in use

except when not applicable due to date, empire, or geography or
listed in (6EW.17). Some rules are modified as follows:
(6EW.160) RESERVES: Each side has one reserve marker avail-
able for use at the start of the game. The Tholian reserve marker is
attached to the Home Fleet. That fleet may be designated as a
reserve fleet at the start of the scenario. The Romulan reserve
marker from the Western Fleet is available immediately.
(6EW.161) RAIDS: Each side is allowed to conduct one raid (314.0)
per turn. Raids are conducted as normal but limited to a range of
six hexes. Raids with cloaks (314.246) are allowed. Commando
raids (320.4) are allowed.
(6EW.162) BATTLEGROUPS: Both sides may use battlegroups.
The standard Romulan restrictions, i.e., no WEs or variants, no
FEs, and no D6 hulls or variants, are in effect. The KF4 can be
used in battlegroups as size class 4 ships. The KD4 and KD4C are
heavy cruisers and cannot be used in battlegroups.
(6EW.163) ADMIRALS: Neither side may use admirals.
(6EW.164) MARINE MAJOR GENERALS: Both sides receive one
(only) free Marine Major General per (321.0). MMGs are available
immediately per (321.11) and initially placed in their capitals per
(321.13) (this means the Romulan MMG can arrive strategically
with the first turn’s construction). The Romulan MMG may only per-
form Mission (321.32), [i.e., add one GCE]. The Tholian MMG may
perform all MMG missions.
(6EW.165) SUPPLY: The supply range (411.1) in all Flights is four
hexes, not six. No more than one tug per empire can be a supply
point. No more than one convoy per empire can operate at any
given time. No supply can be drawn from captured planets. The
Romulans and Tholians each have one convoy available. If it is
destroyed, a new one will arrive at the beginning of the following
turn at any base as new construction. The cost of the replacement
convoy counts against victory conditions (6EW.42).
(6EW.166) REPAIR UNITS & DEPOTS: The Tholians have two re-
pair ships available; the Romulans have one. Each empire may
use one tug as a repair ship, as per (422.8). Repair depots are not
used unless more than one Flight is played consecutively. The Tho-
lian depot is in the capital. The Romulan depot is considered to be
in the capital, off the scenario map. Ships repaired in the depot will
be available immediately in the capital for the Tholians; depot re-
pair for the Romulans move strategically to the SB in hex 3518
after completing the normal depot repair cycle.
(6EW.167) SPECIAL ATTACK FORCES: SAFs (520.0) may be used
in this scenario if using Combined Operations. However, SAFs can-
not be moved more than six hexes if using strategic movement. No
more than one SAF can be in operation at any time for each em-
pire. No more than one SAF can be used in any one combat hex
per turn. These restrictions reflect the challenges of developing the
tactics, techniques, and procedures needed to effectively use SAFs;
see (607.186).
(6EW.168) BASES: Mobile bases function as normal but take two
turns to set up due to technology limitations prior to Y167 (607.11).
Romulans may only use MBs to replace BTS 3319 if it is destroyed.
A mobile base will appear at SB 3518 on the turn following the
destruction of the BTS. Tholians may produce MBs normally in
addition to their one at the start.
(6EW.169) PRIME TEAMS: Both sides are able to use Prime Teams.
There are none available at the start of a Flight. Prime Teams are
gained one per turn for no cost. Espionage and sabotage missions
may be performed as normal. The Tholians pay for E&S missions
from their normal economy; the cost for E&S missions for the Ro-
mulans will count against victory point calculations. If the Flights
are played consecutively, the Romulans can have a maximum of
six Prime Teams and the Tholians a maximum of four at any given
time.

(6EW.17) RULES NOT USED
The following rules are not used: Advanced Raids (320.0), Co-

lonial Development (446.0), Diplomacy (540.0), and Survey Ships
(542.0).

(6EW.2) SCENARIO SCHEDULE

(6EW.21) SET UP
The Romulans set up their forces first, then the Tholians. The

Romulans move first.

(6EW.22) FLIGHTS
Each Flight (sub-scenario) lasts four turns. The dates covered

depend on which era of ship acquisition is chosen:
Initial Flight: Fall Y159 - Spring Y161
Interim Flight: Fall Y161 - Spring Y163
Final Flight: Fall Y163 - Spring Y165

(6EW.3) AVAILABLE FORCES

(6EW.31) ROMULAN ORDER OF BATTLE

(6EW.311) INITIAL FLIGHT:
Fall Y159: 2xKR, 2xKD4C, 6xKD4, 3xK5, 10xKF4.
Spring Y160: 2xKR, KD4, K5, 5xKF4.
Fall Y160: KR, KD4C, KD4, K5, 3xKF4.
Spring Y161: KR, 6xWE, KD4, K5, 2xKF4.

(6EW.312) INTERIM FLIGHT:
Fall Y161: 4xKR, 8xWE, 5xKD4, K5L, 4xK5, 8xKF4.
Spring Y162: KR, 4xWE, K5L, 2xK5, 2xSN, KRT.
Fall Y162: KR, 2xWE, K5L, 3xBH, 2xSN.
Spring Y163: VUL, 2xWE, FAL, 2xSN, K5S.

(6EW.313) FINAL FLIGHT:
Fall Y163: VUL, 3xKR, 4xWE, 2xK5L, 5xK5, 3xBH, 3xSN, FAL,

KRT, K5S.
Spring Y164:  KRC, WE, K5L, 2xSN, K5S.
Fall Y164:  KR, [2xWH + 2xBHE], FAL, K5S.
Spring Y165:  VUL, KRC, CE, SE, [3xFE], 2xSN.

(6EW.314) GENERAL: The Romulans start any Flight with one FRD
(6EW.463), one convoy, one SAF (6EW.464), and one RESV
marker. The Romulans receive one prime team per turn, arriving
with new construction. The Romulans do not use police ships in
this scenario. The FRD starts at SB 3518; all the others can start at
any base. If the Flights are played consecutively, do not add these
items for any Flight but the first one. Replacements for losses are
provided for in the rules.

(6EW.315) NEW SHIPS: These ships are not currently in the F&E
rules set, but you can simulate them with other counters.

KD4 (treaty cruiser): Klingon D4 converted to Romulan weap-
ons: 5-6 / 2-3, command rating-7, salvage-2 (KD4C same factors,
command rating-8)

KF4 (treaty frigate): Klingon F4 converted to Romulan weap-
ons: 3-4 / 2, command rating-4, salvage-1

Use a Kzinti DWE to represent the KD4 and a Federation DWE
to represent the KD4C; use a Romulan SHH to represent the KF4.
In all cases, disregard the escort and transport notations.

An alternative would be to replace the three KD4Cs with two
KRCs, the 14 KD4s with 10 KRs, and the 28 KF4s with 20 KF5s.

(6EW.32) THOLIAN ORDER OF BATTLE

(6EW.321) For the Initial Flight use the following OB:
HOME FLEET: Hex 2919: CA, 2xDD, 7xPC, [3CPC], MB, RESV

CO: 2xFTS, 2xMON, 2xT-Pods, Remove 2xPC; add 2xCMC
SO: PTR, APT, FHL.

1st FLEET: Hexes 2719, 2818, 2819: C, DD, 4xPC, SC
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SO: SAS.
2nd FLEET: Set up in hex 2918: C, DD, 4xPC, SC.
3rd FLEET: Hexes 3018, 3019, 3119: C, DD, 4xPC, SC.

SO: SAS.

(6EW.322) ORDER OF BATTLE: If starting with the Interim or Final
Flight, modify Initial Flight OOB as follows:

Home Fleet: None.
1st Fleet: Remove C, add CA.
2nd Fleet: Remove C, add CA.
3rd Fleet: Remove C, add CA.

(6EW.323) POLICE: The Tholians may call up one police ship per
turn for no cost. Two FLGs may be called up for two EPs each. If
more than one Flight is played consecutively, the Tholians are lim-
ited to activating 6xPOL and 2xFLG total.

(6EW.325) PRODUCTION:
Spring CA + 2xPC.
Fall: DD + 2xPC.

(6EW.4) SCENARIO ECONOMICS

(6EW.41) THOLIAN ECONOMY
The Tholians are at war as soon as the Romulans enter their

space and receive all normal income. Use the normal rules for the
Tholian economy (511.21), i.e., 22 EPs per turn.

(6EW.42) ROMULAN ECONOMY
The Romulans use a modified economic system for this sce-

nario. The Romulans may spend any number of points up to the
maximum repair and conversion capacity of the bases in the area,
perform base upgrades, and otherwise spend EPs, but these will
count against victory conditions. EPs generated from captured ter-
ritory and salvage are deducted from this total. The Romulans also
earn an additional 0.25 EPs toward victory points for every Romu-
lan ship in Tholian space at the end of a Tholian turn.

(6EW.43) CONSTRUCTION
New construction for the Tholians is available as per normal

construction rules. Romulan new construction is restricted to those
ships listed for each turn in each scenario. They appear at any
base at the beginning of the turn. They are assumed to have been
sent in by strategic movement by the Romulan High Command at
the end of the previous turn.

(6EW.44) OVERPRODUCTION
Only Tholians may use overproduction. Romulans are restricted

to the ship production schedule only.

(6EW.45) FIGHTERS & CARRIERS
These units were only just becoming available during the pe-

riod of this scenario:
(6EW.451) Fighter availability for bases and ships depends on which
scenario is being played:

Initial Flight: no fighters.
Interim Flights: fighters available on bases and PDUs.
Final Flight: fighters available on all units.
If Flights are being played consecutively, add fighters for no

cost at the beginning of the Interim Flight.
(6EW.452) Carrier Groups: The only carriers available are the Ro-
mulan [2xWH + 2xBHE] and Tholian SAV or LAV in Final Flight.
(6EW.453) Free fighter factors are only used by the Tholians in the
Final Flight scenario on the last turn (Spring Y165). They may be
used to build an LAV or SAV. The Romulans use a modified con-
struction schedule and therefore do not account for free fighters.

(6EW.46) SPECIAL UNITS
(6EW.461) The Romulans do not use any auxiliary hull ships (other
than repair ships) during this scenario. The Tholians may build any
auxiliaries permitted by the rules and SIT.

(6EW.462) The Romulans do not use tug pods. The Tholians have
2xTroop Pods available for their CPC. The KRT, FEs, and CPC are
restricted by (509.2) to which missions they may perform. The res-
cue tug mission is allowed using (537.2).
(6EW.463) The Romulans start with an FRD at SB 3518. It may
move normally during the scenario.  If it is destroyed, a replace-
ment arrives at SB 3518, by free strategic movement, on the turn
after its destruction. The cost of the replacement FRD counts against
victory conditions. The Tholians do not use FRDs.
(6EW.464) The Romulans have one SAF per Flight. If Flights are
played consecutively, another SAF is received, by free strategic
movement, on the turn after the destruction of the existing SAF.
The Tholians may build and operate SAFs normally under
(6EW.167).

(6EW.47) CONVERSIONS
(6EW.471) The Romulans may make conversions at their SB nor-
mally using SIT data. In addition, they may convert a KD4 to a
KD4C for one EP.
(6EW.472) The Tholians may make conversions normally using the
SIT.

(6EW.5) PLAYING CONSECUTIVE FLIGHTS

It is possible to play two or three Flights consecutively. To tran-
sition from one Flight to another, use the regular Release Schedule
for the Romulans for whichever Flight you start with, then use the
schedule below for later turns:

Fall Y161: 3xWE, K5L.
Spring Y162: KRT, WE, K5, SN.
Fall Y162: KR, K5L, SN.
Spring Y163: WE, FAL, SN, K5S.
Fall Y163: VUL, K5, BH, SN.
Spring Y164: KRC, K5L, SN.
Fall Y164: [2xWH + 2xBHE].
Spring Y165: CE, SE, 3FE.

The Tholians continue to use their regular (historical) economic
and build schedules.

(6EW.6) SCENARIO VICTORY CONDITIONS

(6EW.61) VICTORY POINTS
Score as follows:

per enemy MB or BS destroyed: 1
per enemy BATS destroyed: 2
per enemy SB destroyed: 8
per BATS rebuilt within original location: 2
per SB rebuilt within original location: 8
per enemy capital planet ever devastated: 16
per enemy capital planet ever captured: 32
per enemy capital planet held at end: 64
per enemy major planet ever devastated: 4
per enemy major planet ever captured: 8
per enemy major planet held at end: 16
per enemy province disrupted at end: 2
per enemy province captured at end: 4
per enemy mobile unit factors destroyed:

(AF + FF + EW + G) divided by ten
per Romulan EP factors used under (6EW.42):

EPs used divided by ten
(Tholians only gain these points)

Per Romulan ship in Tholian territory at the end of any
Tholian Turn: 0.25

AF = Attack Factor; FF = Fighter Factors (not FCR);
EW = highest Scout Factor; G = Troop Factors.
Only one score may be counted for each planet.

(6EW.62) VICTORY LEVEL
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To determine your level of victory, divide your score by that of
your opponent, express as a percentage, and consult the table:

Astounding Victory: 500%+
Decisive Victory: 300-499%
Major Victory: 200-299%
Minor Victory: 150-199%
Marginal Victory: 110-149%
Draw: 91-109%
Marginal Defeat: 67-90%
Minor Defeat: 50-66%
Major Defeat: 33-49%
Crushing Defeat: 20-32%
Devastating Defeat: 0-19%

(6EW.7) SCENARIO OPTIONAL RULES & BALANCE

(6EW.71) SEPARATE WARS
The Klingons have their own issues with the Tholians and take

advantage of the distraction caused by the Romulan attack by
launching the Tholian Gambit [Scenario (685.0) in Captain’s Log
#24] in the Spring of Y161.

(6EW.72) PREPARING THE BATTLEFIELD
The Klingons and Romulans decide to eliminate the Tholians

before launching the General War. Start with the Third Flight, but
add the Klingon Tholian Border Squadron and Southern Reserve
to the “Coalition” forces. The Klingons have 24 EPs per turn to
support this war (the most they can spend without going to a war-
time economy and ruining their plans for the future war). The sce-
nario ends with a negotiated peace at the end of the Third Flight.
Deduct any losses from the start of the General War.

(6EW.73) PRELUDE
Use this scenario as a prelude to the General War by assum-

ing that the conflict was much more serious than it actually was.
Deduct any ships destroyed from the initial Romulan and Tholian
Orders of Battle.

(6EW.74) INTERVENTION
If a Tholian starbase is destroyed, the Federation sends in the

7th Fleet  (602.48) to thwart Romulan aggression. If Klingons react
or you combine this with (6EW.72), this could lead to the Southern
Powers War.

(6EW.75) SIMULTANEOUS FLIGHT
Play this scenario in conjunction with the Four-Powers War

(Fall Y157- Fall Y162) as a way to change the starting conditions
for General War.

(6EW.76) LATE FLIGHT
Start this scenario in Fall Y168, using the Tholian Order of

Battle of that date and the Final Flight Order of Battle for the Romu-
lans. That is to say, play it simultaneously with the opening moves
of the General War.

(6EW.77) FUNDING SUPPORT
Using (435.0), the Federation transfers five EPs per turn (via a

tug) to support the Tholians.

(6EW.78) THOLIAN WILL
A small Neo-Tholian force makes it to the Holdfast, adding an

NCL, NDD, and 2xNFF to their starting OOB.

(6EW.79) SELTORIANS
A small Seltorian force crashed their nest ship through the ga-

lactic energy barrier. The nest ship was wrecked. Add a CL, DD,
and 2FF to the starting Romulan forces.

(6EW.8) SCENARIO DESIGNER’S NOTES

REASON FOR THIS SCENARIO
I wanted a short scenario that could be played in an evening. I

also thought it would be a good excuse to dig out some of the Tho-
lian counters since they are one of the more under-used empires in
the game. I was also interested in seeing some of the web rules in
action and how they interact with the cloaking device rules. Addi-
tionally, I had never designed an F&E scenario before and was
inspired after reading some older F&E material.

RATIONALE FOR THIS SCENARIO
The Romulans were suddenly faced with the prospect of going

from a “sublight” empire to a “tactical-warp-capable” empire over-
night. It stands to reason they would need to practice using them in
ways that simulations couldn’t provide. If trying this with either the
Feds or the Gorns, they would have been crushed, as well as let-
ting them know their exact fleet capabilities and limitations.  Addi-
tional inspiration was drawn from Prime Directive Romulans in dis-
cussing the Patrol Detachment on the Tholian border. It would oc-
casionally conduct probing attacks and any major attacks on Tho-
lian space would be supported by the Fleet of the West (mostly
Klingon hulls) and the Home Fleet (more of the special mission
hulls). GURPS Romulans also mentions the arrival of the Tholians
in Y79 and the assumed destruction of the Romulan outposts.

SCENARIO PARAMETERS
I referenced many sources for the scenario, including all F&E

rules and modules; F&E OBs (700.0) for the Romulans and Tho-
lians; F&E SIT charts; SFB ship rules (R3)/(R7); GURPS Romu-
lans; and Captain’s Logs #5, 12, 15, 18, 24, and 26. Where there
was conflict, I used the F&E OB and SIT first, SFB rules second,
and GURPS Romulans third.

Since some of the scenario occurs during the Four Powers
War (607.0), I borrowed some of the restrictions from there, such
as the two-turn setup for MBs and Range 4 supply restrictions.

I used quotes from SFB (R4.1): “During the period of Y160-
Y170, the Romulans became a deep-space-faring navy in all re-
spects, but their training and professionalism left much to be de-
sired,” and SFB (R4.N1) “In Y165, the Romulan Imperial High Com-
mand received a report from the Bureau of Starships (Romulan
Imperial Navy) that had been three years in preparation,” for a rough
time frame for the Flights. I decided to start the scenario in Fall
Y159 to give them about a six-month window from signing the treaty
and being able to put their ships into use. Each Flight was just two
years, mostly to make for a short, four-turn game and to cover the
period of certain classes of ships making their debut. I ended the
scenario in early Y165 so that the “lessons learned” with the Tho-
lians could be incorporated with their first “Hawk” series of ships.
The CL #15 timeline also lists Y165 as the year the Romulans test
fighter technology against the Gorns.

ROMULAN NOTES
While there were usually more of each class of ship available

than I included in the scenario, I figured there would be a push from
the great houses to get their own captains and ships into the fight,
but there would still be some need to keep some of the fleet near
the capital for defense, research, and study.

KD4: According to (R4.117), they were upgraded to use Y160
technology and Romulan weapons. GURPS Romulans mentions
12 delivered in Y159, SFB says 12 prior to Y162, so it fits the re-
lease schedule nicely.

KD4C: SFB lists three delivered in Y159.
KF4: Also from the same source as the KD4. GURPS Romu-

lans mentions 20 delivered in Y159, SFB says 20 prior to Y162, so
also some flexibility on the release schedule.

KR: The SIT lists six starting in Y159, but SFB and GURPS
Romulans both list nine in Y159.

K5 (aka K5R): Eight total starting in Y159.
WE: SFB mentions “mass conversions to WEs” by Y162, and

GURPS Romulans lists 25 by Y162. Since the OB lists 34 WEs and
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an entry date of Y161, this unit would likely be the one to balance a
scenario with the addition or subtraction of units. Possible earlier
introduction of this unit since CL #5 mentioned 6 WBs converted to
warp in Y159. They are also mentioned in GURPS Romulans as
the “backbone of the fleet.”

K5L: Only four of these are listed, starting in Y161.
SN: I could have introduced these sooner than I did as the

ROMULANS lists 25 and an entry date of Y158 (not sure how that
works with the Treaty of Smarba not being signed until Y159), but
went with the SIT date of Y161.

KRT: There were only two KRTs sent to the Romulans, the first
in Y162. I included only one.

BH: Only eight of these were listed in the OB but they could
have appeared earlier than used, so I assumed they were avail-
able in Y161.

VUL: The SIT lists Y165 and SFB rules state four were built. In
GURPS Romulans, the VULs were said to be fully warp-capable in
Y162, but only two were built. I split it: one available in Y163, the
second in Y165, given that these were some of the largest hulls
they had to convert, needed a DN of some kind, and as an excuse
to use the counter in the scenario.

FAL: The Ship Information Tables and Orders of Battle list three
starting in Y163, and I was hesitant to allow all three to be available
if the Flights are played consecutively, but again figured the Romu-
lans would want as much empirical data as possible on maulers
before building the Hawk maulers.

K5S: Exactly the same reasoning as the FAL (number, date,
and reason) except for EW instead of mauling. These could be
converted from the K5.

KRC: Three were listed as available in Y164, but I figured one
would be kept in the capital, and the other two sent into combat to
gain experience.

WH / BHE: Even though it only appears for a very short time at
the end of the last scenario, I included a WH carrier group for fun
and because I figure the Romulans were trying to get experience
using everything possible. Besides, how often do you get to take a
carrier into a web?

FE, CE, SE: These units make a late debut, but in the interest
of gathering more information on how to operate fleet tugs, scouts,
and dedicated commando ships, I calculated that the Romulans
sent them as soon as they were available.

Others: I decided to leave out auxiliary hulls, police ships, PTRs,
and APTs for the Romulans since little would be gained by risking
them at this time, there isn’t much of a mission for them, and the
map is a little crowded. I had toyed with the idea of a sublight fleet
(8xWB, 10xBH, 12xSNA) in the same hex as the Romulan BATS
using the rules for Early Years ships from CL #12 but decided against
it to keep the number of counters down.

THOLIAN NOTES
There is really not much to say about the Tholians. They are

taken straight from the original, historical Order of Battle. The only
thing that really changes is that the last Flight happens at a time
that allows the CC to come into the game.

BASES
I considered using base stations as in 4PW, but since the bases

along the border in that scenario were upgraded, I reasoned the
Tholians would have already upgraded all of theirs, and if the Ro-
mulans upgraded any bases, the ones on the Tholian / Federation
border would be a logical choice for BATS. I did make allowance
for the introduction date for fighters being different in each Flight.

(6EW.9) SCENARIO HISTORICAL NOTES

This scenario is not entirely a fantasy; it reflects a real conflict.
The Romulans did, in fact, launch a series of strikes on the Tho-
lians during this period, but these were combat patrols in the Neu-
tral Zone, not really an invasion of the Tholian Holdfast. The sce-
nario assumes that the Romulans had decided to conduct a more
aggressive attack, with a view toward making it a full-scale inva-

sion if things went well. Romulan records of this period indicate
that they were more than willing to take advantage of any weak-
ness that developed but fully expected that the war would remain
of limited scope, and so it did, not even rising to the point of ap-
pearing on the timeline as a specific conflict.

END (6EW.0)
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